
Dear english-speaker/english-reader… 

Bonjour/Hello, this is the band Noiss.

Noiss is a 3-piece rock band, playing bass, drums and guitar (and vocals), sounding 

like some kind of metal riffs mixed with punk rock tunes. Well, that’s grunge. 

To introduce you to the band, you’ll find a release of their first songs. 

Tracks like « Neuroine » or « Bliss » already draw the attention of not hearing-impaired 

persons. And the band is now starting to play shows around their area. 

As they want their music to be shared with a bigger audience, the band works at the 

present time with Minimal Chords (Chambery, FR) and Gordeon Music Promotion 

(Berlin, DE). 

NOISS (EP) 

1. Bliss  

2. Nouvel Orient 

3. Wait another day

4. Neuroine

Thank you for your time. 

Hope to hear from you very soon. 

Contacts : 

noiss.music@gmail.com 

www.noiss-music.com 

Minimal Chords

www.minimalchords.org

Gordeon Music

www.gordeonmusic.de



More about Noiss 
(taken from the Rock Your Underground interview) 

The members of the band are : Thomas 
(guitars and vocals), Julien (bass) and David 
(drums). 

The band (and members) comes from the 
area of Chambery, a city located in south 
eastern France (100km East from Lyon) - very 
next to the mountains, and to Switzerland 
and Italy (100km from Geneva and Torino). 

Members say they like bands like Queen Of 
The Stone Age, Shipping News, Idles, Red 
Fang, Kyuss, 1000 MODS, RKL, Shellac,The 
Exploited… 

But the main guitar riff from « Neuroine » 
reminds of some kind of Slayer played slowly. 
And the « Nouvel Orient » video-clip also 
features The Beatles and Chuck Berry ! 

They will to define their music between punk 
rock song-writing, a metal/heavy side and 
melodies that catch and reach directly the 
listener. 

They say that the punk rock allows an 
easy/basic/spontaneous song-writing, 
whereas the metal and stoner influences 
bring something heavy and dark. 
Most of the songs are built with « soft » verses 
(melody and heady singing) and then 
choruses that « explode » (screams, yells and 
anger).  

The band expressly wanted to record their 
first tracks live. And the band is used to 
playing loud and that’s why they call the 
band « NOISS » ! 

So, by now, the listener’s discretion is advised.

Rock Your Underground
(Belgium)

May 2018 

                                      Photo : Reynald Reyland



« Noiss have the perfect sound/quiet game. 

‘Wait Another day’ is an hit and ‘Neuroine’ is a grandiose 

tribute to the time when rock music was in transition »





« ‘Bliss’ sounds really good : the vocals sound low at first, 

but break out in the chorus. Blazing sound. I’m surprised 

and glad that I found Noiss »



“Cool and authentic production. And the final Neuroine is a 

wonderfully depressing conclusion. Here NOISS can wake up 

the Generation X again”



« A springy bass and dirty guitars that drive the sound. 

Listening to ‘Wait another day’, I notice that my left leg is 

rocking with enthusiasm. ‘Neuroine’ with screams and 

dissonant tones, is a great ending to a very good EP »





Radio
feed-backs 
(Germany)

ALEX berlin 

CT das Radio 
EMS vechte Welle 1 
EMS vechte Welle 2 
Freies Radio Kassel 

Freies Radio Stuttgart 
Freies Radio Wiesental 

JL radio 
Ju Nai radio Magdeburg 

Kamikaze Radio 
Krawallradio 

Metal Messiah radio 
Oldenburg 1 

Punkrockers radio 
Radio Alex.de-airline 

Radio Darkfire 
Radio Diabolus 

Radio Jade 

Radio Marabu 
Radio Okerwelle 1 

Radio Okerwelle 2 

Radio Okerwelle 3 
Radio Unicc TU Chemnitz 

Radio Z 
RMN Rockhaus Radio 

Rockfeuer 

Rockliveradio.de 
Walicee Dee Radio

Loves the EP. Played Wait another day in the radio show 
Carmavicious
Played Noiss in Rockaway beach program 
Noiss in Rockwerk program 
Airplay in Dr Rock and Mr Metal
The EP is good, favorite song is Bliss. Enter in airplay 
Presents Noiss in Ultra Rock
Bliss and Neuroine played on september in H'art on air
Played Bliss 
Rotation end of september 
Bliss + Wait another day on rotation 
Present Noiss 
Rotation for Bliss on september 
Played Noiss in the show Rock Zirkus
Played Noiss (Nouvel orient + Wait another day) 
Place the EP in the Sunday program
Put Noiss in rotation 
Put Noiss in rotation 
Played for Punk and Heavy show : 
« Sounds very promising" + "Good, fresh, dowdy and square" 
Finds the band interesting : enter in airplay 
Wait another day + Nouvel orient were played on september 
in Rock city program 
Moonshiner show : "It sounds rather harsh and 90's like. 
Definitely worth listening" 
Hart und Direkt : « pretty good for a first EP » 
Noiss in Schmurzi program 
Rock in black show will play a song (october) 
Airplays are confirmed 
Totally convinced by the EP : place some songs in their 
programs 
Played Noiss 
Noiss added to their rotation 





Photos credits : JC Bellier (2018) 

Contact : noiss.music@gmail.com 

Website : www.noiss-music.com

Videos 

"Neuroine" 
(riff metal qui tue... 

version Slayer au ralenti)

"Nouvel Orient" 
 (les Pixies sous acides 

Bohemian-psalmody)

"Wait another day" 
(« la-la-li, la-la-laaa :  

the melody comes first »)

Noiss : Deezer, Spotify, Amazon Music via Imusician Digital

Minimal Chords

www.minimalchords.org

Gordeon Music

www.gordeonmusic.de


